What’s New in Mediasite 7.2?

New video capture software solutions for automated, scheduled and ad-hoc recordings; personal capture on any device; and a streamlined interface for users comprise the latest Mediasite enhancements. These new solutions are designed to provide easy and intuitive high-quality video options for any organization, campus or budget.

ANY ROOM, ANY TIME RECORDING

Record unplanned moments with the click of a button with Mediasite Record Now.
• Allow anytime access to Mediasite-enabled rooms
• Ensure ad-hoc recordings don’t interfere with scheduled content
• Create an easy-to-use, familiar capture experience from any device with a streamlined interface
• Give instructors capture options based on the room configuration

AUTOMATED, SOFTWARE-BASED RECORDING

Easily expand automation to rooms with limited AV or budget constraints with Mediasite Catch.
• Fully integrate with Mediasite Record Now for ad-hoc recording
• Use existing PC hardware and audio-visual interfaces for seamless integration
• Manage all of your Catch devices alongside Mediasite Recorders
• Identify your Catch installations based on their locations
• Differentiate Catch installations and the audio-visual equipment available to them painlessly
• Manage your Catch licenses quickly and easily
IMMERSIVE LEARNING WITH INTERACTIVITY FEATURES

Mediasite includes engagement and interactivity features that personalize learning experiences and improve retention.

• Embed quizzes, automatically score them and export the results to gauge students’ understanding of topics in real time
• Add comments and discussions to specific spots in videos to call out certain topics or timestamps to viewers
• Encourage interaction between users and instructors with in-video annotations, discussions and comments
• Easily pinpoint videos with improved search

ROLE-BASED SECURITY ENTITLEMENTS

• Create entitlements for security access
• Grant access for many users at the same time based on their user profiles
• Quickly remove groups of users from specific access whenever needed

EASY-TO-USE PERSONAL CAPTURE

Create great looking videos, screencasts and slideshows wherever you are with My Mediasite.

• New, responsive UI gives you a faster and more efficient experience across all devices
• Full mobile support allows video management directly from your smartphone
• Engage users through in-video quizzes, Q&A forums, and polls

AUTOMATED SPEECH-TO-TEXT

• In addition to captioning providers supported, Mediasite now offers support for fully automated captioning via IBM Watson
• Provide fast and easy search results from audio in your videos
• Set the integration up once and let users create videos that are automatically captioned as soon as they are created or uploaded into Mediasite